How Siege Media Helped Casper
Launch Their Blog Twice

CA S E STU DY

40%

INCREASE IN
ORGANIC TRAFFIC

Top 5
MOST TRAFFICKED BLOG
POSTS DONE BY SIEGE

100+

EARNED LINKS IN
ONE YEAR

The Client
Casper offers the most innovative sleep products that no one else
had ever dreamed possible.

Challenges
Casper spent years becoming the go-to “bed in a box” retailer,
but were struggling competing for non-branded terms. Being
outranked by lower quality competitors and affiliate sites was not
an option and they needed a vendor who could match their high
end aesthetic.

Growth Summary
SEO-focused Content Marketing in Mattress Space

INDUSTRY
eCommerce

LOCATION
New York

SERVICES PROVIDED
Content Marketing

Casper is a household name, but their content and blog was
almost non-existent. Having focused all their attention on
product R&D and paid channels, it was time to unlock the
potential of search.
Following a brand kick off call, we immediately got to work on
uncovering relevant “bed,” “mattress” and “sleep” terms to match
the Casper buyer’s journey. Given Casper’s established authority,
they saw immediate rankings for many terms. To ensure rankings
“stuck” we also suggested monthly link building to continue to
grow their backlink profile and overall authority.
After almost two years of working together, we also helped
Casper with a blog CMS migration to make content production
run smoother for their team. Our team led the project end to end,
including design refreshes, development and content
management to bring Casper’s disjointed content hubs all under
one place.
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Featured Content

Mattress Dimensions
Rank: Page 1 for over 10,000 keywords
Monthly traffic: 119,000
Monthly traffic value: $230,000
#3 driver of sitewide traffic

How to Get Pee Out of a Mattress
Rank: #1 for “how to get urine out of a
mattress” (1,100 searches/mo)
Monthly traffic: 17,000
Monthly traffic value: $30,000

Benefits of Sleeping Naked
Rank: #2 for “sleeping nude” (4,700
searches/mo)
Monthly traffic: 4,400
Monthly traffic value: $3,600

What is a Hybrid Mattress?
Rank: #1 for “what is a hybrid
mattress” (6,300 searches/mo)
Monthly traffic: 2,800
Monthly traffic value: $12,000
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Drive more traffic,
links and revenue for
your company.
We love helping businesses
take off.
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Let’s Grow Together.

